Watch the latest illustrations and animations slideshow
on youtube:
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mBlc01LfxlA
BIAlien – A new Science fiction, Space, Action, Adventure, and
Romance novel series.

Download the free Kindle (mobi) and Nook (epub)
version of book 1 at the main BIAlien book website:
http://www.BIAlien.com
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Add author’s main facebook page as a friend:
Http://www.facebook.com/BIAlien
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Talk about your favorite Science Fiction movies, TV shows, Books and
Characters in the BIAlien series. Click photo above to “like” or use this
link: http://www.facebook.com/Fan.BIAlien
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Join the group 100’s are talking about on Facebook.
(click photos to enlarge)

Science Fiction vs Real Science & Theories. Green
technology/Government Conspiracies/Religion and Science TV shows
discussion group:

http://www.facebook.com/groups/276567225687831/
Group discussions: The Universe, Space, Dark Matter, Dark Energy,
Neutrinos, Solar flares, Evolution, Astronomy, Einstein theories, Seti,
Hadron Collider, Plasma fusion, Nanotechnology, Jupiter, Moon
Europa and programmable matter. Science questions.
New green technology. Green homes (getting off the grid), Solar panels,
Windmill turbines, Reducing carbon footprints. Solar flares of 2013-2014.
Terraforming Mars and other planets.
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VC IMAGINATION FACTORY PRESENTS:
BIALIEN VOLUME I
“RISE OF THE BIALIENSAPIEN: HUMAN EVOLVED”
What is the BIAlien series about?
"...The first volume in a science-fiction series about a young man
who's abducted by benevolent aliens, bio-engineered to superhuman
levels and sent back to Earth years later to stop an alien invasion..."KIRKUS DISCOVERIES REVIEW.
IMAGINE discovering a UFO and then having to hide inside of it
after the elite unit of the army chases you to it in an attempt to kill
you.
Imagine having an out of body experience and flying a very
advanced spaceship by pure thought. Going against jetfighters and
making a mockery of the United States Air force. Imagine having
your nerves and senses connected with the ship and feeling what the
ship does.
Imagine traveling from Earth to Jupiter in 30 minutes and then
exploring Jupiter's ice ocean moon Europa, what ocean aliens will
you encounter?
Imagine traveling towards our Sun at the speed of light and thinking
you are going to die, only to have your molecules vaporized with the
spaceship and transported in subspace through a system called
Optic-warp. Imagine waking up on up an alien planet in the
Andromeda Galaxy that uses virtual worlds as a home city.
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Imagine meeting an Alien species 70,000 years ahead of humans,
what will they tell you? What will you ask them? What is their
species history? How can humans learn from the alien's past
mistakes?
Imagine learning Earth is about to be silently attacked by a rival
species who want to use our bodies as part of a top secret
experimental weapon that can destroy all alien species in the
universe; and you are the only one who can help stop this attack.
Would you allow alien Nanotechnology to evolve your body to super
human levels where you'll be able to: Run and jump like the Hulk,
defy and control gravity, create gravity shockwaves, create advanced
energy shields, evolve your brain to think and move in Nanoseconds,
and create atom ripper projectiles. Would you be up for an adventure
of a life time?
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BIAlien Philosophy (WIKI)
Can humanity equally fight against an alien invasion? Vlane doesn‘t
think so; any alien species with the technology to travel 100‘s to
millions of light years to Earth would easily defeat us if there was a
real attack. Humanity would not be prepared to know what to do.
So many sci-fi movies and books are based on an alien species from
far away attacking and killing humans. Killing humans to use Earth
for its resources is not logical for an advanced alien species. An
intelligence on this level would be able to Terraform any planet the
right distance from a Star. An alien species needs a purpose for
attacking a semi-primitive species like humans. That is equivalent to
us traveling 1000‘s of miles into the middle of the desert to step on
and exterminate a colony of ants. There needs to be a logical purpose
for an invasion. BIAlien VOL I has a purpose and it begins with
NANOMOLES.
Concepts
The evil Darclonians (formerly known as Robogods) used to be an
all robotic species, but have been using organic bodies for the past
150,000 years in search of the perfect host for their experiment. The
robotic droids scanned millions of solar systems to find a planet the
right distance from the Sun that could support life. Over 100,000
years ago a droid fired small comets filled with sextillions of
Nanomoles towards Earth. Reaching the lower atmosphere, the
comets had exploded and dispersed Nanomoles which sought out
organic and intelligent life. Undetectable, the parasites have since
been sitting in their host's brains learning the biology and recording
the human experience from generation to generation. They have
been awaiting a signal from a mothership which will activate an 84
hour, three stage countdown.
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The good Andromedians (from the Andromeda galaxy) needed a
purpose for humans as well. They are peaceful explorers and have
been in several battles with Darclonians over the years. Their
dilemma is their Biomechanical bodies would be destroyed in their
ships when they use Optic-warp to exit the Milky-way‘s center super
massive blackhole in subspace. They have been monitoring a lot of
Darclonian activity in this galaxy and needed a way to investigate it.
They used one of their older class ships with Artificial intelligence
on it to seek out an intelligent human being on Earth, to see if the
body can make it to their Galaxy in one piece. This is when Jaden
Marino finds the UFO in 1996.
Plot
Jaden and the UFO were on a set course to planet Xenos
(Andromedian‘s home planet), they are captured by a Darclonian
colony in the Andromeda Galaxy. His body was experimented on
and the Darclonians realized there is some value in humans. This
sets off a chain of events for Earth and a mothership is dispatched.
Jaden and the ship are later rescued by an elite Andromedian team
lead by BELLONA. Jaden‘s adventure continues on planet Xenos
(gravity tides, alien chess, gravity games and the great space race).
Part/Book 1 ends and Part 2 begins when Jaden returns to Earth. His
bio-engineered body is slowly evolving into superhuman levels. His
mission is to help scientist locate the Nanomole in humans and then
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deactivate it, before the Darclonian mothership enters broadcast
range. When a Nanomole is activated and is in the correct stage, it
can control a human body. It would need to sync with a Bio-parasite
for a permanent takeover of the human mind (Bio-parasites are
Darclonians in microbe form).
Jaden‘s superhuman BIAlien body is the key to what the Darclonians
are looking for to complete their 10,000 year experiment with the
(DEK) Dark Energy Knights (An ultimate weapon of mass
destruction). DEK‘s have organic bodies underneath their Black hole
particles. The Dark Energy cannot work over a robotic or electronic
body, it must be organic. The Andromedian‘s prototype organic
Nanotechnology called Nanodrones in Jaden‘s body is what the
Darclonian‘s have been looking for. CLICK HERE TO READ
MORE AT THE BIALIEN WIKIPEDIA PAGE.
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